Linguistics Newsletter February 2004
Welcome to the first issue of the Linguistics Newsletter. We in the Interdisciplinary Program in Linguistics hope to use this vehicle to pass on information we think will be useful to you, such as announcements of events, conferences, or scholarships and news about course offerings in linguistics.

EVENTS:


When: Monday, 23 February at 5pm

Where: University Center, Room 226-227

What else: --Interpreters will be available.
--Refreshments will be served.

More info at: web.utk.edu/~germslav/lingdefault.html

Please spread the word to potentially interested parties.

CONFERENCE:

What: Southeastern Conference on Linguistics (SECOL LXX) & Conference on Language Variety in the South: Historical & Contemporary Perspectives

When: 15-17 April 2004

Where: Univ. of Alabama, Tuscaloosa

More info at: www.as.ua.edu/lavis/
or
www.uncc.edu/colleges/arts_and_sciences/language/secol/secol.htm

QUERY

If anyone is going to the SECOL Conference in Alabama mentioned above and would be interested in carpooling or sharing a room, get in touch with Maria Gallmeier at mmgallmei@utk.edu.

If you know of anyone who might want to receive this periodic newsletter, please have such persons send their email addresses to: mleki@utk.edu

Please visit the Linguistics Program website for additional information at: web.utk.edu/~germslav/lingdefault.html